The 11th Annual East Asian Languages and Cultures Student Conference

2:00 pm  Opening Remark
          Professor Bruce Baird, Director, EALC

2:10 pm  “Benjamin Smith Lyman: Geologist at the Intersection of Hokkaido, Foreign Employees, and Early American-Japanese Relations
          Benjamin Ashby, Graduate Student, Japanese

2:30 pm  “Transcriptions and Translations of the Dai Nihon Bussan Zue”
          Annie Ayers, Undergraduate Student, Japanese

2:50 pm  “Real Fake Fighting: The Aesthetic of Qualified Realism in Japanese Professional Wrestling”
          Clara Marino, Graduate Student, Japanese

          Jinhui Chen, Graduate Student, Chinese

3:30 pm  Response
          Professor Bruce Baird

Master of Ceremonies  Professor Stephen Forrest
Organizer            Professor Reiko Sono

UMass Amherst